How to thrive
in the hybrid
		 way of working
FWOW? HWOW? HyWOW? …
What the f**k?
No matter how you call it, one thing is certain:
there’s no such thing as ‘going back to normal’.
Post-covid, the nature of work will be hybrid.
And it will be so in many ways, with a multitude
of workplaces, technologies, and time zones.
The workforce in your organisation will be more
hybrid than ever, mixing own staff, temporary staff,
contractors, and suppliers adding a rich diversity.
Dealing with those elements is not merely a practical
or a technical challenge. It is in essence an adaptive
challenge. One you can’t tackle overnight. It will
demand a thorough redesign of your workplace, your
work processes, and your workforce. Enabling a deep
shift in behaviour and organisation culture.
We are no prophets of doom, as you know, we rather
see the tremendous opportunity to work on a new
sustainable deal that makes your people and
business thrive. Together.

62

%

of HR leaders
don’t have an explicit
future of work strategy
Gartner

85

%

of organisations
accelerated
digitisation of employee
interaction and
collaboration
McKinsey

97

%

of organisations say
fostering a sense of belonging
in the workforce is important
for success, but only 13% is ready
to address this trend
Deloitte
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The 3 B’s of the Hybrid Way
of Working

Bricks

The previous wave in new ways of working was rather
a straightforward challenge, revolving around the 
well-known 3 B’s of Bricks, Bytes, and Behaviours.
The adaptive challenge we’re facing today in the hybrid
way of working will not take away those 3 B’s — it will
still be about offices, technologies, … — but requires
an additional set of B’s.
‣
‣
‣

Business: how will we work together, manage
responsibilities, and keep the business going?
Belonging: how do we maintain a good culture
and support team cohesion and connection?
Balance: how do we take care of ourselves and
build up resilience?

These three B’s are equally important. Putting too much
focus on business at an organisational level without
looking at belonging and balance on the team and
individual level will lead to a disconnected, unengaged
workforce. At the same time, we need to ensure clients
are being serviced. Fixating only on balance and
belonging in these challenging times and neglecting
business will impact productivity.

Bytes

Behaviours

Business
Belonging

The goal is to get your people and business to thrive.
Together. So, you better get prepared, establish new
practices, get your people up to speed with the right
mindset and necessary skills and make work great again.

Balance
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Our offering to help you thrive
Learning

Tooling

In the hybrid workplace some of our old skills and habits
will no longer suffice. How to manage people and teams
when you can’t sit together? How to hold efficient meetings
when some people are in the room, and others are joining
remotely?

Combining two of our strengths, innovation and tooling,
we offer smart tools to support transformation, change, and learning.

Our packaged trainings and workshops will help you make
the skills transition in no time.

Skill drill training
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Hybrid meeting hygiene
Energetic and inclusive facilitation of hybrid meetings
How to collaborate using virtual platforms like Mural/Miro
Agile way of working
…

Leadership & team coaching workshops
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

AQai Assessment

JiGSO Listen

With a scientifically proven
questionnaire and certified
assessors, we help you measure
and analyse your Adaptability
Quotient. A first step into
training the adaptability muscle
that will make you a leader of
change instead of a follower.

More than ever, team
engagement and connection
are under pressure. JiGSO Listen
is an innovative team listening
platform that provides your
teams with the insights and tools
they need to build a culture of
cohesion and psychological
safety.

Output management: keep your team focused on delivery
Reinforce cohesion and energy in your team
Manage the Business - Belonging - Balance in your team
Develop the adaptability of your leaders and teams
…

Want to accelerate the upskilling of your workforce?
Check out our Bean Campus.
2021
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Transformation
Successfully implementing a hybrid way of
working requires a change in the methods and
ideas we used to have. With profound expertise
in culture transformation, organisation design
and leadership development, we start from your
current culture to design and build a sustainable
transformation journey.

MAKE

IMPLEMENT
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IMPLEMENT THE PLAN

IMPROVE THE PLAN

PEOPLE IMPACT ANALYSIS
who will be impacted and
how can we anticipate?

PROGRAM & PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
overall timeline, milestones,
lift & shift planning

DEEP DIVES WITH
IMPACTED TEAMS
& STAKEHOLDER
RETROSPECTIVES

BUSINESS IMPACT
ANALYSIS
how will our business be
impacted and how can
we anticipate?

BUILDING THE LEADING
COALITION
preparing the entire
workforce

MONITORING WORKFORCE
PERFORMANCE AND
OUTPUT

DEFINE & DESIGN
THE RIGHT TOOLS
monitoring,
dashboards, KPIs

IMPLEMENTING
THE DASHBOARD
and continuously
keeping the pulse

FOLLOW UP OF
AVAIL ABILIT Y,
RELEVANCE AND QUALIT Y
OF DATA

CAMPAIGNING &
COMMUNICATION
create awareness and
desire by storytelling

MOBILISING THE
ENTIRE ORGANISATION
through workshops,
webinars, large group
interventions

TALK THE WALK:
CELEBRATE SUCCESS AND
SHARE F**K UPS

CLOSING THE KNOWINGDOING-GAP
developing & nudging
the workforce

INSTALLING HABIT HACKS
AND NEW HABIT LOOPS

EVALUATION OF
PROGRESS & ADOPTION
OF NEW BEHAVIOUR

IMPROVE

How do you build an aligned & connected
management team remote? By taking the
off-site online. Discover how we did this
with the Roche Enabling Team.
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MAKE THE PLAN

Contact us
Our mission is to build adaptive organisation where
people and business thrive. Together. With a multilingual
team of experienced consultants, we offer support in
both English, Dutch and French.
Want to see how we can help?
Invite us for a (digital) coffee, we’ll bring the beans!
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Bruno Vanneste

Greet Verhaest

+32 478 26 26 22

+32 476 250 219

bruno@beanmachine.be

greet@beanmachine.be

François Toussaint

Anneleen Andries

Geert Geens

+32 496 76 71 41

+32 471 044 939

+32 473 930 191

francois@beanmachine.be

anneleen@beanmachine.be

geert@beanmachine.be

